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part of the learning environment a teacher creates for the learners
to nurture a passion for learning and give a sense of ownership of
learning to the learners.  Learning objects (especially simulations)
can be a means to imbue learners with curiosity, give them a free
rein in trying out different scenarios and explore different
permutations and possibilities. Since they can give individualised
and immediate feedback, they afford more engaging and learner-
centred learning experiences for the learners anytime anywhere,
whether in an instructor-led class, on campus or in the comfort of
their own home.

The teacher can deploy learning objects to give a situated and
contextual relevance. For example, learners can play the role of an

athlete, and use insights gained with the learning object to role-play
a coach giving advice to an aspiring games medallist.  This approach
allows for deeper learning, which goes beyond mere memorising of
formulas and regurgitating of information.  In short, learning objects
are dynamic!

Recommended Websites:

http://www.uwm.edu/Dept/CIE/AOP/LO_what.html
http://www1.moe.edu.sg/edsoftware/ir.html
http://www.np.edu.sg/mscIntMaths/
http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html

SearchPath, a new online library tutorial, is now
available for use by NIE staff, students and trainee
teachers at http://norma.nie.edu.sg/NIELibrary/
SearchPath.

The interactive tutorial is designed to teach basic
library and research skills.  It is organised into six
modules:

1. Starting smart
2. Choosing a topic
3. Using WebOPAC
4. Finding articles
5. Using the Web
6. Citing sources

Each module takes about 15 minutes to complete
and includes a quiz.  Give it a try and let us have
your feedback!

Why SearchPath?
Searchpath is Western Michigan University’s adaptation of the
University of Texas’ TILT (Texas Information Literacy Tutorial).  The

downloadable version is distributed at no charge to interested
parties under an Open Publication License.  LIBRIS has
customised and introduced Searchpath as part of its information
literacy programme to facilitate self-paced learning, in line with
the e-learning initiatives.

Does SearchPath replace library
instruction?
LIBRIS will continue to offer face-to-face library instruction and
we encourage academic staff to collaborate with the library
instructor so that LIBRIS’ instructional efforts can be integrated
with the curriculum needs.

Contact
For comments and feedback, please email the Reference Services
at libref@nie.edu.sg.
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